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General Information 
 
Russell Spillers, Texas Veterans Properties LLC, on behalf of Whitley 20 Stillman Valley LLC, has 
made an application to the Clearwater Underground Water Conservation District (CUWCD) on 
October 10, 2021, for a Combination Drilling/Operating permit to authorize drilling and withdrawal 
from two proposed wells in the Lower Trinity Aquifer. The application for each well was stated to 
have a 1½-inch column pipe and now equipped to produce a maximum of 15 gallons per minute. The 
total tract of land is 43.435-acre tract located off Stillman Valley Rd. and Firefly Rd, Florence, TX. 

Staff Report 
Application for 2 Combination Drilling/Operating Permits  

N2-20-008P, N2-20-009P 
 

 
Applicant/Owner:   Whitley 20 Stillman Valley, LLC  
                                     c/o Russell Spillers 
                                    8127 Mesa Dr. #206-53, Austin, TX 78759 
 
Location of Wells:  
43.435-acre tract located on the corner of Stillman Valley Road and Firefly Road, Florence TX. 
        N2-20-008P  Well #1: Latitude 30.928700º/ Longitude -97.7168527º 
        N2-20-009P  Well #2: Latitude 30.928214º/ Longitude -97.717865º 
  
Proposed Annual 
Withdrawal: 
 
Initial Rate : 20 gpm 
Proposed Rate: 15 gpm 
 
Withdrawal/Well:  
Well #1: 2.6 acre/feet/year 
855,414 gallons reduced to 
1,738.8 gallons per day or 
1.95 acre/feet/ year or 
634,662 gallons per year  
 
Well #2: 2.3 acre/feet/year 
748,487 gallons reduced to 
1,738.8 gallons per day or 
1.95 acre/feet/ year or 
634,662 gallons per year  
 
Amended Withdrawal: 
Combined 3.9 acre/ft/year 

Proposed Use 
 
Domestic 
 
Well #1 serving 8 homes 
(amended to 7 homes), 2.6 
ac-ft or 855,414 gallons 
per year. Reduced to 
1,738.8 gallons per day or 
1.95 acre/feet/ year or 
634,662 gallons per year 
 
Well #2 serving 7 homes, 
2.3 ac-ft or 748,487 
gallons per year. Reduced 
to 1,738.8 gallons per day 
or 1.95 acre/feet/ year or 
634,662 gallons per year 
 
Amended Withdrawal: 
Combined 3.9 acre/ft/year 

Aquifer: 
 
Hosston Layer 
of the Trinity 
Aquifer 
(known as the 
Lower Trinity) 
 
 
 
 
 

Nearest Existing 
Wells:  
  
Well #1: 4 @ 1/4 mile 
              13 @ 1/2 mile 
 
Well #2: 4 @ 1/4 mile 
              11 @ 1/2 mile 
 
 
Note: not all wells are 
completed in the 
Hosston Layer of the 
Trinity Aquifer 
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Whitley 20 Stillman Valley LLC in their initial application was to produce water for beneficial use 
described as “domestic use” in a proposed annual quantity (for Well #1) of 2.6 acre-feet per year 
based on an occupancy of 3 people per home x 8 homes thus 855,414 gallons per year and a proposed 
annual quantity (for Well #2) of 2.3 acre-feet per year per based on an occupancy of 3 people per 
home x 7 homes thus 748,487 gallons per year. Each well will serve no more than 24 people. 
 
Whitley 20 Stillman Valley LLC planned to develop 15 separate tracts of land between 2.01 acres 
and 7.19 acres known as the Stillman Valley Ranchettes Subdivision. Their initial plan was to serve 
8 tracts with Well #1 in a shared well agreement between the landowners of each respective 8 lots. 
Their plan is to serve 7 tracts with Well #2 in a shared well agreement between landowners of each 
respective 7 lots.   
 
Prior to submitting the permit applications, the applicant worked with Wet Rock Groundwater 
Services, LLC (WRGS) to complete a Groundwater Availability Certification (GAC) for Platting by 
drilling two exempt wells on the large tract for the purpose of the groundwater availability study. The 
District approved the two exempt wells (based on the 43-plus acre tract size) with provisions 
necessitated by the GAC as the applicant intends to pursue a rural plat approval with Bell County. If 
approved the proposed two well system necessitates a permit for production that the wells would then 
need to be approved under district rules for an operating permit under non-exempt status. Mr. Andrew 
Worsley, P.G. completed the report on September 24, 2021 (Worsley, 2021a). Worsley (2021a) 
describes the results of a groundwater availability study, which included a drilling and testing 
program, intended to meet the requirements of the Bell County Subdivision Regulations dated April 
2, 2001. The information provided by Worsley (2021a) included modeling of the proposed production 
to assess the potential effects on local water levels.  
 
Following consultation with the District GM and Mike Keester, the applicant revised their proposed 
water demands down to a total of 3.9 acre-ft per year from the two well system and reduced the total 
proposed lots of 15 to 14 separate tracts. This was stated in a letter dated November 19, 2021 
(Worsley, 2021b). Mr. Worsley provided additional information regarding the potential effects of the 
proposed production. This additional information has been reviewed by the district consultants. 
 
Required  Provisions have been discussed with the applicant to install both a meter and observation 
tube in each respective well, should the board approve the permits. This would ensure compliance by 
the potential homeowners with the prescribed provisions of a permit that allows shared wells for two 
or more homes.  
 
If approved the operating permit is renewable annually by CUWCD staff, unless the permittee fails 
to meet all required reporting, and/or other special agreed upon provisions. The applicant will need 
to testify that the future homeowners, under their proposed shared well agreement, will comply with 
district rules and provisions of the permits. The applicant will also need to testify they understand, 
should conditions of the Lower Trinity Aquifer merit curtailment, that the permit holders must comply 
in accordance with District Rules and Chapter 36 necessary to meet the DFC under statutory 
requirements.  
 
CUWCD consulting hydrogeologist, Mike Keester, and Stephanie Wong LRE Water LLC have 
reviewed the application, referenced the GAC, and conducted the required drawdown analysis per 
district rules. Keester & Wong have evaluated the applicant’s GAC and have offered their opinion 
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related to the limited ability of the Hosston Layer of the Trinity Aquifer to meet the full merits of the 
two well system for 14 homes as prescribed in the GAC.  
 
The district assisted the applicant’s driller and consultants during the drilling phase to attain a 
geophysical log during at the completion of drilling and a minimum 24-hour pump test was conducted 
to assess aquifer transmissivity and storativity (see attached Keester/Wong Geoscience Evaluation). 
 
CUWCD general counsel has reviewed the applications for 2 wells in a shared well agreement by 
each respective landowner and has advised the District GM on the elements of the applications that 
the District Board of Directors can deliberate. In addition, they will participate in the public hearing 
as general counsel to the Board. 
 
This property lies within the Chisholm Trail SUD (City of Georgetown) CCN # 11590 (certificate of 
convenience and necessity). The applicant has investigated with the City of Georgetown for the 
possibility of public water supply delivery and will testify that public water is currently either not 
available or unaffordable, thus the need to pursue groundwater rather than public water supply.  
 
Verification and approval of on-site sewage facilities (OSSF) will be conducted by the Bell County 
Public Health District – Environmental Health Division (BCPH-EHD) once each tract is sold. Staff 
will confirm with BCPHD-EHD the well locations and assist them in verifying set-back from the 
proposed on-site septic systems. The two exempt wells do not have a sanitary seal necessary for 
encroachment of more than 100 feet of all future OSSFs. 
 
Per Rules 6.9 and 6.10  
 
In deciding whether or not to issue a permit, the Board must consider the following: 
 

1. Does the application contain all the information requested, is the application 
accurate? Does it meet spacing and production limitations identified by District 
Rules, and does it conformed to all application requirements which include public 
notification and accompanied by the prescribed fees? (Rule 6.10.24(a)(b), TWC 
36.116(a)(1), TWC 36.113(d)(1) and Rule 6.9.1(b)(1)(2)  
The application is complete—all requested information has been provided. The 
application conforms to said rules with all required application fees. In addition, the 
applicant has met all notification requirements in a proper manner per District Rules. 

 
2) Is the proposed use of water dedicated to a beneficial use? (TWC 36.113(d)(3) 

and District Rule 6.10.24 (d). 
The water produced from these wells will be used for domestic use and equipped to 
minimum of 15 gpm/well to provide 7 homes (Well #1) and 7 homes (Well #2) with 
household water per their GAC Report (Worsley, 2021a,b). This does qualify as a 
beneficial use under district rules and chapter 36 and appears to not exceed the number 
of beneficial connections under TCEQ designation of a public water supply.  

 
3) Has the applicant agreed to avoid waste and achieve water conservation? (TWC 

36.113(d)(6) and Rule 6.10.24(f) 
The applicant has agreed to testify that efforts avoid waste and achieve water 
conservation. Testimony should address the process for how the applicants intends to 
memorialize the shared well agreements including but not limited to deed restrictions 
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and/or an HOA agreement or notes and limits on a future plat. The applicant should 
testify that by signing the application form the applicant agrees to stating compliance 
with the District’s Management Plan.  
 
Applicant should testify to the importance of water conservation measures in the plat 
dedications & notes that options for outside water conservation are very limited and 
vital to the sustainability of the aquifer. The District hopes that the applicant states in 
testimony they do not intend future homeowners to utilize the groundwater for 
extensive landscape purposes. These assurances should lay out guidance for 
conservation in HOA bylaws, and deed restrictions. 

 
4) Has the applicant agreed that reasonable diligence will be used to protect 

groundwater quality and that the applicant will follow well plugging guidelines 
at the time of well closure? (TWC 36.113(d)(7) and Rule 6.10.24(g))  
 
The applicant has agreed (by signing the application form) and should offer testimony 
that if either of the 2 wells deteriorate over time or be damaged in such a way that the 
well is inoperable that state law and district rules require such a well to be plugged 
before a replacement well can be drilled.  
 

5) Will the proposed water well comply with spacing and production limitations 
identified in our rules? (TWC 36.116(a)(1) and Rule 6.10.24(b)) and Rule 9.5.2 

  
The two proposed wells will have a column pipe size not to exceed 1½ inch. Based on 
this column pipe size, a minimum size tract of 2 acres is required, with a 100-foot 
spacing requirement from other wells. The applicant must testify that the encumbrance 
of the proposed 7 tracts assist in meeting the minimum tract size. The 50-foot setback 
requirement from adjacent property lines has been met for each of the proposed wells 
in the proposed “Stillman Valley Ranchettes Subdivision” which includes the new 
property lines. District Rule 9.5 Spacing Requirements will be adhered to.  

 
The District rules do not impose production limitations other than those determined 
applicable in the review of the today’s permit request, or to prevent unacceptable level 
of decline in water quality of the aquifer, or as may be necessary to prevent waste and 
achieve water conservation, minimize as far as practicable the drawdown of the water 
table or the reduction of artesian pressure, lessen interference between wells, or control 
and prevent subsidence. These issues are considered in Items 6 & 7 below and with 
staff recommendations to address potential concerns of adjacent property owners. 

 
6) Will the proposed use of water unreasonably affect existing groundwater and 

surface water resources or existing permit holders?  
 
 Based upon available information, there are the following number of wells as defined: 
  Well #1: 4 wells within 1/4 mile and 13 wells within 1/2 mile 

Well #2: 4 wells within 1/4 mile and 11 wells within 1/2 mile 
 

Total: 4 wells within 1/4 mile and 13 wells within 1/2 mile 
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 All the wells, except for one non-exempt well, are listed as exempt in our database. 
Only one of the referenced wells is completed in the Lower Trinity Aquifer. N1-18-
004P (1,386 feet from Well #1 and 1,185 feet from Well #2) and is a non-exempt well 
for domestic use.  

 
 Mike Keester & Stephanie Wong, Hydrogeologists, LRE Water LLC, have reviewed 

the application and have determined anticipated drawdown and have provided the 
attached MK/SW reports for each well, per their conclusions and recommendations 
stating that the proposed wells and combined permitted amount of 3.9 acre-feet/year 
could diminish the ability of other aquifer users to produce water for a beneficial use 
from the Lower Trinity Aquifer known as the Lower Trinity. Keester will also offer 
testimony to the limited ability of the Hosston layer of the aquifer to provide long-
term needs as prescribed in the requirements of GAC per TCEQ along with the limited 
groundwater availability from the shallow Hensell layer of the aquifer.  

 
Additionally, the District, to the extent possible, must issue permits up to the point the total volume 
of exempt and permitted groundwater production will achieve the applicable Desired Future 
Condition (DFC) per TWC 36.1132(a)(b) and Rule 6.10.25(a)(b)(c)(d)(e). 

 
 
7) The proposed use of water is consistent with the District’s Groundwater Water 

Management Plan related to the approved DFC and the defined available 
groundwater for permitting. 

 
The District’s Management Plan reflects a groundwater availability figure in the 
Lower Trinity Aquifer of 7193 ac-ft/year Modeled Available Groundwater (then 
reserve 178 ac-ft/year for exempt well use) thus 7,015 ac-ft/year is the Managed 
Available Groundwater for permitting.  
  
The Board, per the District Management Plan, has evaluated groundwater available 
for permitting the three Layer of the Trinity Aquifer and most recently evaluated the 
available groundwater for permitting (consistent with the management plan as stated 
on pages 9-10). 
 
The requested permit amount relative to the modeled available groundwater MAG 
determined by the Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) based on the desired 
future conditions (DFCs) established by the District for the Lower Trinity Aquifer was 
set by CUWCD based on drawdown of 330 feet for the next 60 years. These 
drawdowns were approved by the board in January 2019. To achieve this DFC, the 
TWDB used a model that indicated the MAG was equal to 7193 acre-feet per year 
from the Hosston Layer (Lower) Trinity Aquifer. 
 
A summary of YTD 2021 permit production, HEUP & OP Permit Analysis, pending 
applications and *Exempt Well Reservations for the Trinity Aquifer, per District 
Report illustrates current Lower Trinity permits total 4150.78 acre feet/year thus 
available for permitting is 2,864.22 acre feet/year. (see attached Trinity Aquifer Status 
Report, November 2021). 
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8)  The Modeled Available Groundwater calculations determined by the Executive 
Administrator of the Texas Water Development Board. 

 
Refer to #7 above. The modeled available groundwater will not be exceeded by 

 granting this permit. (see attached Trinity Aquifer Status Report, November 2021).
   

 9) The Executive Administrator of the Texas Water Development Board’s estimate 
  of the current and projected amount of groundwater produced under the  
  exemptions in District Rule 8.3.  
 

Refer to #7 above. Reservation of Modeled available groundwater for exempt well 
use will not be exceeded by granting this permit. 178 ac-ft/year vs 53 ac-ft estimated 
to be used annually in the Lower Trinity. (see 2020 district exempt use report) 

                
  10) The amount of groundwater authorized under permits previously issued by the 
   District. 
 

Refer to #7 above. Existing permits do not exceed the managed available groundwater 
(modeled available groundwater – exempt well use = Managed available groundwater) for the 
Lower Trinity Aquifer 7,015 ac-ft per year. 

   
 11) A reasonable estimate of the amount of groundwater that is produced  under 

permits issued by the District is determined.  
 

The total permitted amounts for wells in the Lower Trinity Aquifer in 2020 was 
3914.04 acre-feet and the actual production in 2020 was 1119.97 acre-feet (28.6%) 
of permitted amount. (Figures are based upon monthly production reports submitted 
to Clearwater by the permit holders in 2020). 

 
 12) Yearly precipitation and production patterns. 
 

Clearwater is currently in no drought management stage based on the PDI system 
(average running total annual rainfall) over the Aquifer in the District, is currently at 
35.982 inches of rain received in the last 365 days (11/30/2021) thus 109.03% of 
annual expected rainfall of 33 inches. The Lower Trinity permit holders in all of 2020 
have used only 27.45% of total permitted amounts in the Lower Trinity Aquifer. 
Permit holders did not exceed their total permitted amounts in 2020. The gravity of 
the drought of 2011-2013, 2018 and again in summer of 2020 necessitated the need 
for all permit applications to be evaluated based on conservative needs and usage that 
is not contradicted by the current voluntary drought contingency plan stage.  

 
Conclusions: 
 

•    CUWCD well records indicate that 1 existing well (Lower Trinity) N1-18-004P is located 
within a ¼-mile radius of Well #2 and 1 existing well (Lower Trinity) N1-18-004P within 
½ of Well #1. This well is listed as non-exempt with confirmed depth in the Lower Trinity 
Aquifer by the District geoscience community. 
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• Worsley submitted an amended amount in the initial application that a reduction in the
proposed groundwater production from the original study (Wet Rock Groundwater
Services, LLC, 2021) is warranted and that now they intend to request a plat for 14 lots
instead of 15. This reduction includes a reduction to 90 gallons per capita per day instead
of 106 gallons which results in a total combined production of 3.9 ac-ft/year or 1,270,819
gallons per year.

*District notes that the original application requested a collective amount of 4.9 ac-feet/year
or 1,596,670 gallons/year.

**For the record this pumping amount is substantially less than the allowed production 
of one exempt well under Chapter 36 and District rules. Exempt well owners are allowed 
to produce a t  t h e  m a x i m u m  r a t e  of 17 gallons per minute (or 25,000 gallons per 
day) for 365 days equaling 28 ac-ft/year on tracts of land 10 acres or more.  

• The long-term pumping effects from the proposed two wells at the requested pumping
amount are more than negligible at the nearest existing Lower Trinity well. The combined
effects from many wells across the District with relatively small pumping rates can have a
noticeable long-term effect on aquifer water levels per Keester/Wong’s review. Area
hydrogeologic conditions along with the additional drawdown could diminish the ability
of aquifer users to produce water for a beneficial use. (see attached Keester/Wong’s
Report)

Recommendations: 

1) Receive testimony from the District Consultants, prior to deliberation, that the requirements 
of the TCEQ-GAC and the merits of the long-term assessment prescribed by the TCEQ-GAC 
are reasonable or not reasonable and that the District General Manager can testify to those as 
such when the Bell County Commissioners Court request said opinion.

2) Receive testimony from the applicant for the Whitley 20 Stillman Valley LLC assurances, if 
the permits are approved that the following permit conditions are:

a) That the buyers are made aware that the water produced from the wells is not safe for 
human consumption unless treated.

b) That the buyers are made aware that an alternative source of water may be necessary in 
less that 20 years.

c) All “N2” operating permits require that the wells be equipped with a meter for monthly 
reporting.

d) Each well is to serve no more than 7 homes and 24 people under the discussed shared 
well agreements thus permitted amounts meet the anticipated needs of the future 
homeowners.

e) Groundwater ownership for the proposed Stillman Valley Ranchettes Subdivision 
owned by Whitley 20 Stillman Valley LLC described in the “Special Warranty Deed” 
reservation from conveyance of the groundwater rights to each respective Lot.

f) Assure the District that no cross connections for the purpose of having an aggregated 
system for the subdivision will exist.

g) Assure the District that the applicant will install the prescribed meter at each well head 
for the purpose of reporting monthly production of groundwater. 
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f) Assure the District that the pump installer will install a measuring tube alongside the 
column pipe to allow for measurement of the water level using an e-line or other direct 
measurement method. 

g) Assure the District will have access for the purpose of assessing actual changes in water 
levels due to pumping from each of the proposed operating permits. 

h) Assure the District will have access for the purpose of water quality screening/testing 
the groundwater from each well on no less than an annual base. 

 
 
 
Attachments are as follows: 
 Keester/Wong, PG Supplement Report  12/02/2021 
 CUWCD Trinity Aquifer Status Report   11/12/2021 
 CUWCD 2020 Exempt Well Estimate of Use Report  12/31/2020 
 CUWCD Site Map     See Attached 

Applications, fees and Notification Affidavit   See Attached 
 
















































































































































































































































































